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Abstract

Criteria for software quality measurement depend on the application area. In large software systems
criteria like maintainability, comprehensibility and extensibility play an important role.
My aim is to identify design flaws in software systems automatically and thus to avoid “bad” —
incomprehensible, hardly expandable and changeable — program structures.
Depending on the perception and experience of the searching engineer, design flaws are interpreted
in a different way. I propose to combine known methods for finding design flaws on the basis of
metrics with machine learning mechanisms, such that design flaw detection is adaptable to different
views.
This paper presents the underlying method, describes an analysis tool for Java programs and shows
results of an initial case study.

Keywords: Design flaw, code smell, object-oriented design, software quality, refactoring, program
analysis, and machine learning.

1 Introduction

The object-oriented programming paradigm promises clearly structured, re-
usable and easily maintainable software. In practice, only very experienced
developers achieve this.

“All data should be hidden within its class” [36] is but one of the numerous
helpful pieces of advice of known mentors and successful practitioners of the
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object-oriented paradigm that should lead to a critical review of one’s own
program structures.

One valuable technique to improve software quality is manual software
inspection [10] [9]. It incorporates sifting source code, design and documen-
tation. This plays an important role for quality assurance in modern agile
development processes like Extreme Programming.

With inspection techniques, errors might be found before testing which
means that they are found in early development stages. Tool support is rec-
ommended for this time consuming task. Using a tool that analyzes software
automatically and repeatedly should achieve a constant high level of quality.

It is my aim to find errors in the design of software systems automatically
and therefore to avoid program structures that can not easily be extended and
changed.

Section 2 describes and classifies the notion of design flaws. Afterwards
section 3 introduces a method for adaptive detection of design flaws. Section 4
describes the prototype tool It’s Your Code (IYC) which implements that
method. The applied program analysis techniques are outlined in section 5.
The remaining sections describe results of an initial case study and provide an
overview of related work, as well as a conclusion and plans for future work.

2 Design Flaws

Design flaws are program properties that point out a potentially erroneous
design of a software system.

In the literature these are also referred to as “Design Heuristics” [36],
“Design Characteristics” [46] or “Bad Smells” [13]. The authors denote de-
sign flaws normally using metaphors and explain to software developers and
architects how to recognize and correct such erroneous software structures.

In addition Fowler [13] describes refactoring transformations which change
the internal program structure, but do not alter the observable behavior of
the program. These transformations lead to revised and simplified programs.
Fowler’s “Bad Smells” are design flaws that describe which program locations
may get improved by refactoring transformations. Examples of “Bad Smells”
are long methods, multipurpose classes, too many parameters or local variables
in a method, violation of data encapsulation, overuse of delegation or misuse
of inheritance.
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DrawingArea

...

boolean isInCircle(Point p,
                   Circle c) {
  float xc = c.getXCoord();
  float yc = c.getYCoord();
  float xp = p.getXCoord();
  float yp = p.getXCoord();
  float dist = sqrt( (xc-xp)̂ 2 
                    +(yc-yp)̂ 2);
  if (dist <= c.getRadius())
    return true;
  else
    return false;
}
...

Circle

float x;
float y;
float r;

float getXCoord() { .. }
float getYCoord() { .. }
float getRadius() { .. }
...

Point

float x;
float y;

float getXCoord() { .. }
float getYCoord() { .. }
...

"Data Class""Big Class"
"Blob"

"Data Class"

method call

Fig. 1. Example of design flaws “Big Class” and “Data Class”.

DrawingArea

boolean isInCircle(Point p,
                   Circle c) {
  return c.includesPoint(p);
}

Circle

float x;
float y;
float r;

...
Point getPosition() { .. }
boolean includesPoint(Point p) {
   return p.Distance(getPosition())
          <= getRadius();
}

Point

float x;
float y;

float getXCoord() { .. }
float getYCoord() { .. }
float Distance(Point p) {
  return sqrt( (x-p.x)̂ 2 
              +(y-p.y)̂ 2)
}

Fig. 2. Example from fig. 1 after refactoring transformations.

2.1 Example: “Big Class”

Figure 1 shows an excerpt from a class diagram. One could imagine that the
classes DrawingArea, Circle and Point form a drawing program. The class
Circle implements, among other things, the method isInCircle which checks
whether a given point is inside a given circle.

It is remarkable that isInCircle does not even use a single field of its own
class. Only values from other classes are used to compute the result.

Classes Circle and Point own some data fields with associated get-
methods. These classes are typical examples for “Data Classes”, because they
do not implement any behavior on their own. They exhibit high cohesion
between fields and methods as well as low coupling to other classes.

The class DrawingArea may be called a “Big Class” (also known as
“Blob”). It violates the basic principle of data encapsulation, because data is
situated in the data classes and all behavior is implemented in the class itself.
One could imagine that this class implements several more similar methods,
such that this class seems to be responsible for more than one task. A rel-
atively large number of statements in every method, low cohesion and high
coupling to other classes are criteria that point towards a “Big Class”.

The result of restructuring these classes is shown in figure 2. Cohesion has
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Design flaw “Long Method”:

“The longest living program is that with
the shortest methods, . . . ”

“the real key . . . are good names.”

“. . . write a new method, whenever you
want to comment something.”

“Conditions and loops give hints for ex-
tractions.”

=⇒ Refactoring suggestion: extract
method.

Design flaw “Big Class”:

“Class tries to do too much, . . . ”

“. . . too many instance variables, . . . ”

“. . . duplicated code . . . ”

“Somtimes a class does not use all its in-
stance variables . . . ”

=⇒ Refactoring suggestion: extract class,
move method.

Fig. 3. Excerpts from Fowler’s descriptions of design flaws [13].

increased and coupling has decreased. Classes mostly operate on their own
data and hide details from the outside world.

2.2 Classification

Well-known program inspection tools (e. g. the Lint tool [17]) are searching
for programming errors. They typically can detect uninitialized variables,
violation of array bounds, dereferencing of null pointers or division by zero
and similar frequent programming errors by means of static program analysis.

The concept of Design Patterns [14] is complemented by Anti Patterns [4].
Design Patterns propose schemes for solving frequent problems; whereas Anti
Patterns represent schemes for solutions that cause more problems than they
solve. The authors distinguish levels of software development, architecture
and management. Problems, symptoms and consequences are exemplified.

But when searching for design flaws, it is interesting to identify program
structures that hint at an erroneous design. This kind of design flaws resides
somewhere between Anti Patterns and programming errors.

2.3 Depiction of design flaws

Design flaws are described informally. Concise and metaphoric names ease
acquisition. Examples of conspicuous program fragments illustrate each prob-
lem. In many cases the authors argue with indications and hints on program
properties. Some authors provide rules of thumb to ease identification. Fig-
ure 3 shows excerpts from Fowler’s description.

The established descriptions of design flaws aim at intuitive comprehen-
sion. They communicate the knowledge of “good” object-oriented design in
manageable chunks. Nevertheless, to recognize design flaws remains difficult
for an unexperienced developer or designer. It depends on the perception and
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Fig. 4. Basic concept for adaptive detection of design flaws.

expert knowledge of the individual which flaws are recognized and how this is
done. Different people often have very different opinions concerning the same
flaw [24].

The application area of a program under examination is forming the view
on a design flaw, too. One could imagine that e. g. a mathematical program
contains implementations of complex algorithms. One would allow longer
methods here than within a program that implements an event driven user
interface and basically relies on delegation to library functions.

3 Adaptive detection of design flaws

In order to detect design flaws automatically, I combine object-oriented met-
rics with machine learning techniques.

Figure 4 shows the basic concept for automatic detection of design flaws.

I follow the approach in [25] and assign a set of program properties to every
design flaw. Each program property is expressed by object-oriented metrics.
Often size, complexity, coupling and cohesion metrics are used. This forms a
model that provides a strategy for detecting every design flaw.

Metric values are computed by static program analysis with classic ap-
proaches like control and data flow analysis as well as abstract interpretation.
The analysis results lead, among other things, to a program dependency graph,
which works as an abstract model of the analysis subject and is used in com-
putation of the metrics. 3

According to the model, measured values of program locations are passed
to a machine learning mechanism. The machine learning mechanism has been
trained with examples of known design flaws and afterwards is able to detect
design flaws based on specific values of the metrics.

3 Read more in section 5.
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3.1 Modeling design flaws

My approach starts from a mental model of design flaws. Descriptions of
design flaws provide hints on how to recognize each flaw. Often blurry indi-
cations or vaguely described program structures hint at a flaw. In addition,
suggestions on how to remove a design flaw, using refactoring transforma-
tions for example, are provided. Hence, it also seems worthwhile to consider
program locations where such transformations are applicable.

This newly built mental model of the design flaw is then described as a set
of metrics. Every criterion will be mapped to one or more measurable program
properties. The result is a set of object-oriented metrics that characterize each
design flaw. At this point there is only a vague idea, about what values are
expected for each metric and in what combination they would indicate the
presence of a flaw. Furthermore, the relevance of each metric to the design
flaw is not known. Thus initially, this is a hypothetical model.

An unmanageable amount of metrics is mentioned in literature, [5] [27]
[11] [3] [12] among others. I have selected a reasonable subset or created new,
similar metrics for my purpose.

Probably all design flaws can be described by metrics. An exception are
flaws that rely on information from version history (e. g. divergent changes);
these are not treated here. I have modeled five design flaws so far: “Long
Method”, “Big Class”, “Feature Envy”, “Delegator”, and “Lazy Class”, from
which I show two example models in the following.

3.1.1 Model for a “Long Method”.

Fowler arguments that programs live long if they consist of very short methods.
Fowler adds that a key aspect of good methods are well-chosen method names.
One indication for splitting a method into smaller ones is the presence of
comments. Whenever something should be commented, Fowler suggests to
build a separate method of that program fragment.

A long method is not a method with many statements, but a method with
a complex control structure. A complexity measure should clearly take this
into account.

Fowler argues that many parameters and local variables hinder method
extraction. He suggests additional refactoring transformations that ease later
decomposition.

In summary, these criteria correspond to the following metrics:

• The size measure “Number of statements of a method”.

• The complexity measue “Complexity of a method”.
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The classical complexity measure from McCabe [27] is used.

• The size measure “Number of parameters of a method”.

• The size measure “Number of local variables of a method”.

3.1.2 Model for a “Big Class”.

Classes should suit just one single purpose. It is often tried to overburden a
class with multiple tasks. Such classes emerge over time, when “unobtrusively”
implementing small changes or enhancements. Such classes also arise, when
procedural design is converted to an object-oriented design or experienced
procedural developers implement a main class with associated helper classes
[36, p. 32ff.].

Fowler argues that multipurpose classes often own too many instance vari-
ables. Typically methods use only a fraction of these variables. Thus, the
class decomposes naturally into multiple constituent classes. Fowler further
claims that a class containing a large amount of code is suspicious of contain-
ing duplicated code. Redundancies should be eliminated by extracting short
reusable methods out of long methods. Finally, Fowler looks at the usage of
a class. When different users employ disjoint sets of methods, decomposition
of the class might be sensible.

These criteria correspond to the following metrics:

• The size measure: “Number of instance variables of a class”.

• The cohesion measure “Number of internal connected components”.
Figure 5-I shows methods of a class and their usage of fields, as well

as method calls within that class. Presumably it is possible to parti-
tion the class into four connected components: {f1, f2, f3, m1, m2}, {m3},
{m4, mm

, f4} and {f
n
}.

• The complexity measure “Median of complexities of all methods of a class”.

• The size measure “Median of the number of statements of all methods of a
class”.

• The coupling measure “Number of external connected components”.
Figure 5-II shows a class C, whose methods are called from different

parts of the program. With regard to the level of granularity, two or three
disjoint subsets of the set of methods arise. The subsets provide hints for
class extraction.
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Fig. 5. Calculation of cohesion and coupling measures of a class.

3.2 Machine learning

The research area machine learning focuses on methodologies that allow pro-
grams to “learn”. A program that learns fulfills a certain task and increases
its performance by accumulating experience [28] [47] [16].

Machine learning techniques have been used successfully for speech recog-
nition, driving vehicles, board gaming and further learning goals. Among oth-
ers, the subjects statistics, psychology, philosophy and artificial intelligence
contribute to machine learning.

Adopted techniques include concept learning, construction of decision
trees, neural networks, bayesian learning, instance-based learning, genetic al-
gorithms, and reinforcement learning.

When designing a learning method, it is first decided what task the learning
program should fulfill. After that, it is necessary to model the experience that
the program should draw from and the output it should provide. At last a
performance measure is defined to check if the system improves over time.

For detection of design flaws, I have concentrated on learning decision
trees.

Decision trees are used for classification. Their input consists of a set of
criteria or attributes respectively. An attribute is a name/value pair, whose
values may be nominal or numeric. The so-called target attribute describes
the desired classification of a set of attributes with concrete values. A set of
attributes with concrete values is called an instance.

A set of instances, including a value for the target attribute, works as a
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training set. From this a decision tree is constructed recursively in a top-down
fashion. According to a special entropy measure the information gain of each
attribute is judged. The attribute with the highest information gain becomes
the root of the next recursively constructed subtree. Refer to [28, chapter 3]
for a detailed description. The C4.5 method, which is used here, has been
introduced by Quinlan [33][34].

An example of a set of instances, including a derived decision tree, is shown
in figure 6. The decision tree should classify all training examples correctly,
if possible, but this is not guaranteed. Furthermore not all attributes might
be used. In this example all training examples are classified correctly without
using the “#methods” attribute.

Instances not classified so far, namely instances without a value for the
target attribute, get classified by interpreting the decision tree. Thereby inner
nodes of the decision tree model the decision points based on a single attribute.
Starting from the root node, a branch is selected that fits the actual value of
the attribute. Leave nodes represent the result of the classification.

3.3 Adaptive detection

The detection of design flaws is a classification problem, too. It has to be
decided whether a questionable program location really constitutes a design
flaw.

Every design flaw gets modeled by a set of object-oriented metrics. These
are used as attributes for the decision tree algorithm. The target attribute
states, whether a design flaw exists. Figure 6 shows an example of a set of
measured values for different classes of a program and the classification as a
design flaw. The constructed decision tree for this design flaw will be used to
check if an unknown program location could represent that design flaw.

For this example the number of training examples and the set of attributes
used have been abridged. Only the number of fields, methods, and statements
of every method in the class and just 12 training instances are shown. Learning
mechanisms of this kind construct decision trees with sufficient accuracy from
about 100 training examples.

It is remarkable that the number of fields of a class is the strongest criterion
in this model. The number of methods is not used in the classification. These
decisions, as made by the learning mechanism, allow first conclusions on the
suitability of the chosen model for detecting “big classes”.

If a proper training set is available, the constructed decision tree can be
used for classifying future program locations. But often it is not evident, if
the chosen attributes are suitable for characterizing the associated design flaw.
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Nr. #fields #me-
thods

#state-
ments

Target
attribute

Big
Class

1. 33 5 100 Yes

2. 28 29 87 Yes

3. 45 24 67 Yes

4. 21 27 95 No

5. 18 13 104 No

6. 13 5 83 No

7. 18 5 272 Yes

8. 5 2 301 Yes

9. 29 23 125 Yes

10. 67 23 125 Yes

11. 27 23 93 No

12. 32 8 113 Yes

#fields

#statements

�27

Yes

YesNo

>27

�125 >125

Fig. 6. Abridged example of measured values for design flaw “Big Class” and constructed decision
tree [23].

Machine
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computation

Design flaw

model

approve / reject

Model reflection

Manual

classification Instance

creation

Tool

Information

Data flow

Manual

review

Training phase Detection phase

Fig. 7. Learning and detection phase with adaption of decision trees and design flaw models.

Furthermore the training set could have been chosen awkwardly in such a way
that the intended spectrum of instances of that flaw is not fully covered yet.
Therefore the mechanism should continue to learn from further examples.

Figure 7 shows the resulting approach that consists of two phases. In the
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training phase, program locations are chosen and it is decided manually if the
design flaw in question is actually present. The measured values of all these
program locations form — together with the decision concerning the design
flaw — the training set from which an initial decision tree is constructed.

In the detection phase the user states which parts of the system are to
be analyzed. Here, all yet unknown program locations are measured and all
decision trees of associated design flaws are applied to the measurements.
Every flaw tainted program location is shown to the user.

Now the user verifies each individual case and approves the presumed de-
sign flaw or rejects the suggestion. In both cases the program location can be
added to the training set as another example. If the user skips verification of
a case completely, the training set remains unchanged.

Training and detection phase are independent from each other. Even dur-
ing the detection phase, the user may add further suspicious program locations
to the training set.

3.4 Explanation component

The user might find it difficult to discover why a program location has been
detected as flaw tainted.

For explanation the decision tree can be shown. In combination with mea-
sured values of the relevant program location, the path through the decision
tree can be visualized.

For a start the user compares his own idea of the nature of the design
flaw with the decision tree. Possibly there are attributes the user rated as
meaningful, but which do not appear in the decision tree at all or they appear
only far away from the root of the tree. Attributes with a high impact on the
decision would be located near the root by construction.

Quite often, an edge leads directly from a root node or some adjoining node
to a leaf node. The associated attribute of the edge represents effectively a
knock-out criterion. This clarifies the impact of the attribute for the decision
to the user even more.

The user might notice that previous training examples do not cover the
intended spectrum of the design flaw. Or the user’s analysis might reveal that
the model used is not appropriate.

3.5 Model reflection

Learning mechanisms, like the C4.5 algorithm used here, achieve a very good
adaptation if a sufficiently big training set is used. By means of standardized
validation techniques the user gets an impression how confident the learning
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mechanism is in its classifications.

When applying machine learning to design flaw detection, it is necessary
to measure the performance in comparison to human intuition. That is, a well
trained system should exhibit only few differences in comparison to a manual
human analysis. If this is not achieved, the model of the design flaw probably
does not match the user’s intuition. The model must be refined.

For every training example the associated program location is known. Thus
subsequent changes to the model can be made without loosing the training
set. Provided that the program has not been changed, new attribute values
for all program locations can be re-measured. In conjunction with the already
known classifications, the original training set can be adapted to the refined
model.

Future work will show if other learning techniques (like bayesian learning)
achieve a better detection accuracy than decision tree techniques. But the
main advantage of decision trees is that they can be inspected manually, such
that the explanation component and model reflection are feasible at all. This
would be lost with black box methods.

4 Tool for Eclipse

For evaluating the concept of section 3 the prototype tool “It’s Your Code”
(IYC) 4 has been developed as a plug-in for the Java development environment
of the Eclipse platform [8].

Eclipse provides, like many other development environments, project, ver-
sion and build management as well as source code editors and different views
upon the current project. Views allow the developer to navigate the file system
or to view the package and class structure in Java projects.

The IYC plug-in hooks into the user interface of such views. If a program
object is selected, e. g. a package or class, the context menu provides options
to start searching for design flaws. Results are presented as a list of potential
design flaws within an own view.

Figure 8 shows a screen shot of Eclipse with a source code editor in the
upper right area, a view for navigating the Java program structure in the left
area and a list of presumed design flaws in the lower right area.

The configuration of IYC is omitted for brevity. Users may define their
own models for new design flaws or change existing ones by assigning a set of

4 The name has been chosen, because the tool just suggests potential design flaws. In the
end the user has to decide whether a flaw exists or not.
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Fig. 8. Screen shot of IYC in Eclipse.

IYC analysis

Eclipse

IYC interpretation

BCEL PAULI WEKA

Eclipse Java Development Environment

It's Your Code

Fig. 9. Architecture of IYC.

predefined attributes. The current training state may be stored to disk and
loaded separately.

Figure 9 shows the architecture of the tool. The Eclipse platform forms
the basis by providing plug-ins for Java development. IYC consists of two
parts: the analysis part IYC analysis computes object-oriented metrics, the
interpretation part IYC interpretation implements the adaptive detection with
user interaction.

The machine learning mechanism consists of the J48 classifier — a specific
C4.5 implementation from the WEKA library [45].

The analysis part relies on the Bytecode Engineering Library (BCEL) [7]
[2] for accessing the analyzed Java program. PAULI [41] is a library for
program analysis of Java bytecode, which implements e. g. control and data
flow analyses.
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Fig. 10. Example of a Design Program Dependence Graph [21].

5 Rapid program analysis

For computing object-oriented metrics IYC uses a specific dependency graph,
which is denoted Design Program Dependence Graph (DPDG). Node types of
the graph correspond to types of the respective program objects: “package”,
“class”, “method” and “field”. Edges represent relations between program ob-
jects: “part of”, “inheritance”, “implements”, “association”, “accessed field”,
and “method call”. Figure 10 shows an example graph.

Building the program dependency graph requires significant amounts of
memory and time. Therefore not the whole program, but only the context
requested by the user is analyzed; e. g. a package or class. Within this context
all program objects are analyzed and a node is created for each one. During
analysis, relations to program objects may be discovered, that lie outside the
context. These nodes are also added to the graph and are marked as external.

It is easy to derive metric values from the DPDG. Figure 11 shows some
examples.

Many metrics are calculated by restricting the graph to certain kinds of
relations and applying simple graph algorithms like depth-first and breadth-
first search.

Often very similar metrics, which only differ in the chosen context, are
computed. E. g. the number of fields used in a method with respect to fields
defined within vs. outside its own class. This can be computed easily by
widening the context along the “part of” relation.

Analysis speed is sufficient for an interactive tool; individual classes and
packages are analyzed, depending on their size, in a few seconds. Memory
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• Number of fields of a class k (size measure)
Determine the cardinality of the set of all fields that are in “part of”-relationship
to class k.

• Number of internal connected components of a class k (cohesion measure)
(1.) Restrict the graph to nodes which are of type method or field and which
are in “part of”-relationship to class k. (2.) Assume the relations “method call”
and “accessed field” to be undirected and determine the number of connected
components (q. v. figure 5-I).

• Number of external connected components of a class k (coupling measure)
(1.) Determine the set of methods of class k using the “part of” relation. (2.)
Restrict the graph to nodes that are in “method call”-relationship to this method
set. (3.) Check if the method set from (1.) resolves into disjoint subsets regarding
the methods from (2.) with same class membership (q. v. figure 5-II).

Fig. 11. Examples for computing metrics by means of a DPDG.

(a) Sizes of analysis subjects.

Measure IYC WEKA

#lines 4274 92615

#classes 91 597

#methods 765 7193

#fields 283 3431

(b) Number of wrong automatic classifica-
tions.

Design flaw IYC WEKA

“Long Method” 2 of 20 4 of 20

“Big Class” 1 of 20 4 of 20

Fig. 12. Sizes of analysis subjects and results of the initial case study.

requirements are moderate for a software development computer. Additional
metrics may be easily implemented and therefore made available to the learn-
ing process.

6 Evaluation

The applicability of the proposed method has been proven in a first case study
[23] using a prototype implementation.

The analysis subject consisted of two software systems that were well
known to the test person, such that design flaws could be judged manually.
These are the IYC system and the WEKA package. Figure 12-a gives sizes
of both systems. Both implement a user interface and work with complex
data structures. But WEKA implements more complex algorithms and IYC
delegates many tasks to libraries.

Even though both design flaws “Long Method” and “Big Class” have been
trained with just 20 examples the validation of the learning mechanism, using
the leave-one-out method, led to an accuracy of 95 % and 100 % respectively.
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Fig. 13. Examples for decision trees.

Figure 13 shows the resulting decision trees. To detect a “Long Method” it
was sufficient to use just McCabe’s complexity measure. The learning mech-
anism decided to ignore further metrics. For detecting the “Big Class” flaw
three out of five criteria were used.

The automatic analysis of both systems led to similar results. About 15 %
of all methods have been classified as “Long Method” and about 20 % of all
classes haven been marked as a “Big Class”.

For comparison with the human intuition, 20 new program locations have
been chosen randomly and evaluated manually. Figure 12-b shows that in each
case only a few automatic classifications did not match the intuitive judgment
of the test person.

7 Related work

As most related work has been discussed already, further related work is just
summarized here.

Design flaw detection. This work relies on metrics to detect design flaws
[25][26]. Adaption to requirements of individual users by means of machine
learning techniques has been added.

Design flaws are heavily discussed in the refactoring community [35].
Among others, interpreting approaches for detecting design flaws have been
proposed, e. g., in [42].

Visualizing program structures. Tools like “jCosmo” [43], “Code-
Crawler” [22] and “Crocodile/CrocoCosmos” [39] visualize quantitative and
structural properties of a subject program and provide different views for
analyzing large programs.

It is my aim though, to relieve the user from interpreting and analyzing
program properties and to automatically provide indications of presumed
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design flaws instead. This is accomplished by a flexible interpretation mech-
anism that adapts itself.

Machine learning application. Machine learning techniques have further
uses within software engineering [37]. They predict faults [19] [18] [29] or
assess maintenance efforts [32] [6] [38].

Program abstraction models. In the reengineering domain [30] [20] mod-
els are used to abstract from concrete programs and programming languages
respectively. Model instances reflect basic program properties which allow
one to derive higher level properties, including object-oriented metrics. In
the literature this model instantiation is termed as fact extraction. The
well-known Rigi system [40] follows this approach. To my knowledge only
complete programs are analyzed. This leads to hardly practicable memory
and time consumption. Whereas my proposed rapid analysis examines only
those parts of a program the user is really interested in.

Program dependency graphs, as employed here, have been introduced in
[31]. They are most primarily used for program slicing. Approaches specific
to Java appear in [15] [44].

8 Summary and prospects

I have introduced a method for detecting design flaws in object-oriented soft-
ware. As design flaws are interpreted in very different ways, this method
adapts itself to specific usage scenarios. I have combined well-known ap-
proaches, based on object-oriented metrics, with machine learning techniques
and proposed an adaptive and learning approach.

In principle the methodology is applicable beyond object-oriented pro-
grams. The introduced tool is admittedly specialized for Java programs, but
extractors for program properties and metrics of other languages could be
integrated instead.

Based on a prototype implementation an initial case study has been con-
ducted. To reach a final conclusion an empiric survey is needed. Therefore
the prototype tool will be improved and will be made publicly available. An
on-line component will allow collection of models and decision trees from a
diverse user base for further design flaws. A user profile in the form of an
inquiry about programming style and experience, size of development group
and constitution, as well as characteristics of the software system built should
give insight into factors that are reflected in different instances of a design
flaw.

Based on this, a “learning group” in the form of a public catalog of design
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flaws, consisting of models and decision trees, should emerge. 5

Typically, when developing large software systems, programming guide-
lines are defined. The absence of design flaws could be one such guideline.
When automatically detecting design flaws, this guideline could be verified
and maintained. For this reason models of design flaws and decision trees are
a suitable way to store and propagate knowledge.
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